New Safety rules

The revision of CERN Safety rules is in progress and the following new Safety rules have been issued on 15-04-2008:

- **Safety Procedure SP-R1 Establishing, Updating and Publishing CERN Safety rules**: [cern.ch/safety-rules/SP-R1.htm](http://cern.ch/safety-rules/SP-R1.htm);
- **Safety Regulation SR-S Smoking at CERN**: [cern.ch/safety-rules/SR-S.htm](http://cern.ch/safety-rules/SR-S.htm);
- **Safety Regulation SR-M Mechanical Equipment**: [cern.ch/safety-rules/SR-M.htm](http://cern.ch/safety-rules/SR-M.htm);

These documents apply to all persons under the Director General's authority.

All Safety rules are available at the web page: [www.cern.ch/safety-rules](http://www.cern.ch/safety-rules)

The Safety Commission